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Great time for Consumer economies.
As consumer driven economies lead the economic recovery
globally compared to export driven economies.
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Monetary Policy
The US Federal Reserve has indicated an increase inlending interest rates this year despite a less-than expected job addition
last month.
Multiple factors are driving the monetary policy globally. Prominent among these being the interest
rates hike in the US, a slowing growth in China and a volatile oil market.
An increase in the employment numbers in a given period is an indicator of the performance of an
economy. Recent announcement by the United States Labor bureau indicated a fall in the number of
jobs added. 160,000 jobs were added in April 2016 against an expected 197,000. This reflects that the
US economy is not doing as well as expected. Consequently, the Federal Reserve has kept the interest
rates unchanged. But it has indicated that it would raise the interest rates twice in 2016.
China has been viewed as anotherkey driver of the global economy in recent years. The GDP of China
grew by 6.7% in Q1 (Jan-Mar) of 2016, the slowest growth since the global financial slowdown of 2008.
It is no surprise that the slower growth and the hard-landing is worrying investors world-over. The
government of China has since eased the monetary policy, devalued the Yuan for ease of exports,
initiated a stimulus package and has pushed infrastructure projects to boost the GDP. However, the
initiatives are once again aimed at heavy industries and infrastructure rather than consumption and
services.But data also indicates that the Chinese economy is broadly stabilizing. The IMF has revised
the GDP growth of China from 6.3% to 6.5%
Oil prices have been volatile the last 6 months. Having hit a low of $26.05/barrel in February, oil prices
had risen to almost $50/barrel last week. Oil prices dropped primarily due to reduced demand from
further. The reasons for the recent rise in oil prices are attributed to events leading to a temporary
supply glut. Pipeline explosions in Nigeria, Colombia and Iraq had reduced output by about 1.1
million barrels/day in the first quarter. Forest fires in Canada have reduced the Canadian oil output by
1.1 million barrels and US oil output has also declined. For the moment, the oil market seems to have
achieved a balance between supply and demand.
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Overall, the sentiment world over is pessimistic. But we are not immediately close to a recession.
In the existing scenario, economies driven by export will not fare as well while the economies driven
by consumption will be expected to have a good growth. China, considered to be the factory of the
world, is experiencing a slow growth thereby reducing the demand for commodities. The reduced
ties. This can be seen by the recession in Brazil (GDP’15: -3.8%) and Russia (GDP ’15: -3.7%). Other
half of 2015 in order to boost its exports which triggered a currency war in East Asia. China has also
been accused on numerous occasions of dumping goods in international markets. The availability of
cheap goods in the international market means consumption driven economies will stand to gain a
lot while export driven economies will have to get more competitive.
The US and the EU being developed economies as well as being consumption driven will be expected
to grow. However, export oriented developed economies like Japan will experience slow or no
growth.
In the event of the Federal Reserve raising interest rates this year, the dollar is expected to become
the labor costs in the US are accelerating and the productivity improvement has been modest. The
increased interest rates will make the exports from US less attractive. However, solid domestic
demand is expected to boost the economy. The US economy is forecasted to grow at 2.0% this financial year, which is slightly less than the growth last fiscal.
In the European Union, the short-term economic environment has improved faster than expected
despite increased political risks. The domestic demand is driving the moderate recovery in the economy. Productivity and investment are projected to improve in the coming decade making way for
somewhat of an acceleration in growth. We expect a deal to be reached between Greece and the European Union to pave the way for a bailout. Germany- the economic powerhouse of the Eurozone is
expected to grow at 1.6% this year while the European Union itself will grow modestly at 1.5%
Japan,faced with chronic deflation and a strengthening yen, required the government’s ‘Abenomics’
to take the drastic step of reducing interest rates to below 0 at -0.1%. The negative interest rates are
aimed at encouraging consumers to spend more and at companies to make major investments. The
strengthening of the Japanese Yen along with Chinese dumping in international markets is going to
quarter by growing at 0.1%. The Japanese economy is expected to grow at 0.6% this year, revised
downwards by 0.1% as forecasted last month.
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Japan Lending Rates- last 10
years

Japan's strengthening Yen
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Fig1. Japan’s interest rates and strengthening Yen

In other parts of the world, growth is likely to be subdued. East and South-east Asian nations likeTaiwan, Korea, Thailand and Vietnam, which are export oriented, will have to get more competitive to sell
in the international markets due to the large Chinese inventory in the market. Commodities exporters
namely, Australia, South-East Asian countries like Malaysia, Indonesia and Latin American nations like
well.
India is a bright spot in the dull global economy. Expanding by 7.6% in FY’16, it is the fastest growing
major economy globally. Being service and consumption driven, it has the benefit of the lower price of
goods internationally. Thanks to the fall in the oil price, India’s balance of payments has seen much
improvement. The structural reforms through initiatives such as ‘Make in India’ have seemed to have
made an impact. India received Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) of about $63 billion in 2015, overtaking
both US and China as the largest FDI recipient in the world. If the US Federal Reserve hikes interest
rates, the dollar is expected to become stronger. This would make the Indian exports even more competitive.
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Commodities
The commodities market is subdued. The oil has witnessed a rally over the last one month but this has
been attributed to a temporary supply glut as discussed in the Monetary Policy section. The OPEC held
a meeting earlier this month at Vienna. The fragile relationship between the members of OPEC led the
meeting to conclude without a reduction in oil output. With Chinese growth not being particularly
encouraging, the oil prices are expected to be range bound.

Fig2. Dropping prices of industrial commodities last 4 years
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Industrial metals have been falling, as has other energy commodities like coal. The reason being a
high amount of existing inventory and a subdued demand for commodities in goods exporting countries.
Drought in many Indian states had reduced the wheat output forcing importsclose to 5 Lakh tonnes
of wheat. The initial week of monsoon has been below average this time thus pushing up the prices of
pulses and vegetables. However, the monsoon is expected to improve in the coming weeks. Farm
output is expected to improvethereby keeping food prices and inflation stable.

Commodity (quantity)

2016

Price (USD)

Projection (fortnight)

Copper (tonne)

4,524

Ranged to negative

Nickel (tonne)

8,780

Ranged to negative

Wheat (tonne)

157.53

Ranged to Positive

Crude Oil (barrel)

46.21

Ranged to negative

Natural Gas (MMBTU)

2.58

Ranged to negative

Equity
The Chinese stock exchange (SSE) crash of Jun 2015 and Jan 2016 should serve as a prime example
seen that the Shanghai Composite (SSE) has been flat more or less since its fall in late Jan 2016. The
trend in most stock exchanges have remained similar. However, the BSE-Sensex has been relatively
stable during the same period. While the SSE fell by 18.5% from Jan 1 2016 to Feb 1 2016, the Sensex
fell by only 3.1% in the same period.
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SSE

The economic growth of India has been relatively better compared to its global peers over the past
year. This can be seen in the stock market as well. While there has been a noted fall in stock markets
across the globe over one year, only the Indian stock markets has managed to hold steady. From Fig.
4 It can be seen that the Sensex has been range bound over the last year. The Sensex has fluctuated
between 28500 and 23000.
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Fig 4. Sensex over 1 year

The BSE-Sensex and the NSE, despite volatility, have rallied over the last few weeks.Indian IT companies as such have reported better results than their global peers.
The auto and IT sectors are expected to report better results over the next 6-12 months. The S&P BSE
is expected to reach touch 30,000 at the end of 2016 while the NIFTY is expected to reach 9,200 in the
same period.
With markets expected to pick up over the rest of the year, it is a good time to invest.
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Bullion
Gold historically been the go-to investment during times of subdued economic growth. It is no
surprise therefore that gold has yielded one of the highest returns the last year among various asset
classes. In the past year, gold investments have yielded returns of about 16.14% in the Indian markets.
As seen in Fig. 5, Gold prices are on the rise.

Gold Prices in India
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Fig 5. Gold prices in India past 1 year
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Silver and Platinumfollowed a similar trend as gold. Silver prices in India rose by about 17.81% over
the last year while platinum rose by 13.88% globally.
Increased political risks and global turmoil have prompted central banks world over to increase their
gold reserves. Central banks world over bought 336 tonnes of gold in the second half of last year, up
from 252 tonnes bought in the first half. As of May 2016, gold reserve with central banks stood at 32,754
tonnes or about 17.8% of all the gold ever mined. Jewelry is the dominant form of gold consumed in
the world.
With gold prices expected to continue to rise, we recommend that exposure to gold should continue.
However, not more than 5-10% of the portfolio should be allocated to gold.

Bullion metal
(quantity)

Price (US$)

Projection
(fortnight)

Gold (tr.oz)

1307

Positive

Silver (oz.)

17.71

Positive

979

Positive

Platinum (oz.)
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Investment Strategy
The US-Fed is expected to raise the interest rates this year. The immediate impact of which can be
seen in the strengthening of the dollar. In the global currency exchange, the stronger dollar would
make the currencies of emerging markets weaker. A weaker currency will make imports costlier and
may even result in inflation. However, gold has and always will be the best hedge for the investors
during such times. For example, in April 2011, the declining values of fiat currency drove investors to
trust in gold so much that the price of gold soared to $1500/ounce. Does that mean that investments
should be done only in gold? Well, it is worth having the exposure, but not more than 5-10% of your
portfolio.
The interconnectedness of the currencies will make the dollar costlier to the rupee as well. This will
make the import of goods in India a lot more costly. However, the export of goods and services from
India will be expected to be much better. Monsoons are expected to be normal this year which in turn
will boost the rural economy. Infrastructure projects are in full swing with record Kilometers of road
being laid each day. All of which will be reflected in the bonds and stocks market.
With these events in consideration, the duration of fixed income may be increased with an expected
return of 8-10%. An increased exposure to government debt will be beneficial. With regards to equity,
it is recommended to have exposure to Indian equity. However, exposure to other emerging market
is not recommended and neutral to the US equity.
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ArthaYantra has always recommended maintaining a diversified portfolio. An investor
with a diversified portfolio will stand to gain
from all the avenues of investments.
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Global Economy
Country/Region
USA

Event
•
•

European Union

•
•

Impact(Projected)
US fed maintains
interest rates
Tepid employment
reports
Greece-EU deal for
bailout
Greece adopts
austerity

East Asia

•

Quantitative Easing
rollback in PRC

India

•

RBI maintains statusquo in lending rates

•

Brief rally in stock
markets

•

Brief rally in stock
markets.
Investment
sentiment in rest of
EU will be tepid.
Gold prices will rally
Inflation contained
Real-estate crash in
East Asia
Rupee protected
against further losses
against dollar
Investment pickup
will be slow

•

•
•
•
•

•
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